IA optimized for AI and hybrid cloud
Data drives your business and you generate a lot of it. Challenges related to data
may be slowing you down and putting your data — and your business — at risk.
You need an information architecture (IA) optimized for faster business results.

Are these challenges
slowing you down?
Data locked in silos,
making it difﬁcult to access
and use AI across the
hybrid cloud.
Costly legacy
infrastructure preventing
you from accessing data
when and where you
need it.
Increasing risks of
outside attacks, inside
vulnerabilities and system
failures.

IBM Storage for data and AI can help.
Solve difﬁcult data problems and optimize the use of your data to bring greater
business value to your organization.

IBM Storage for data and AI can help you to:

Retrieve data
faster

Access data
anywhere

Improve cost
efﬁciency

Innovate
faster

Achieve faster
performance and
scale as you need
to.

Break down data
silos to beneﬁt
from hybrid cloud
and application
flexibility.

Reduce costs with
optimized archiving,
data reduction and
global data
placement.

Deploy
container-native
storage with
global data access
and built-in data
protection.

Optimize costs
and improve agility
in AI and hybrid cloud
environments
IBM® Storage for data and
AI provides global data
access, enterprise
availability and storage
services that are simple to
manage, faster to access and
optimized to scale.
Find out how IBM Storage for
data and AI can help you
modernize your information
architecture to bring more
value to your organization.
Download the ebook
Modernize your IA for AI
and Hybrid Cloud today.
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Claim: Retrieve data faster: Achieve faster performance and scale as needed.
Achieve faster performance substantiation: Faster performance is achieved because of IBM General File System technology. GPFS is a cluster ﬁle system.
This means that it provides concurrent access to a single ﬁle system or set of ﬁle systems from multiple nodes. This enables high performance access to this
common set of data to support a scale-out solution or provide a high availability platform
Scale as needed: Spectrum Scale can scale up to YB. The current ﬁle system size limits are: Current ﬁle system size limits GPFS 2.3 or later, ﬁle system
architectural limit 2^99 bytes–2 to the 99th power is big; 2 to the 95th power is approximately 39 billion. For comparison, 1 petabyte is 1 million billion bytesA Yottabyte is 2 to the 80th power.
Claim: Access data anywhere: Break down data silos to beneﬁt from hybrid cloud and application flexibility.
Substantiation: Spectrum Scale supports access of data anywhere because
Scale enables low-latency read and write access to data from anywhere in the world using
AFM distributed routing and advanced caching technology. AFM expands the IBM Spectrum Scale global namespace across geographical distances, providing
fast read and write performance with automated namespace management. As data is written or modiﬁed at one location, all other locations get the same data
with minimal delays.
Claim: Improve cost efﬁciency: Reduce costs with optimized archiving, data reduction and global data placement.
Improve cost efﬁciency Substantiation: Using storage policies transparent to end users, data can be compressed or tiered to tape or cloud to help cut costs;
data can also be tiered to high-performance media, including server cache, to lower latency and improve performance. Intelligent caching of data at remote
sites ensures that data is available with local read/write performance across geographically distributed sites using Active File Management (AFM).
Additionally, IBM COS File Access provides a low-cost enterprise software-deﬁned storage solution for consolidating infrequently used (write once/modify
never/read rarely) NFS and SMB ﬁles from one or more applications or ﬁlers (NAS, Windows or Linux File Servers) in IBM Cloud Object Storage located
on-premises or in the IBM Cloud. Clients can use IBM COS File Access to discover and migrate existing cold ﬁles from multiple geo-dispersed ﬁle shares to COS
to free up storage space.
Claim: Innovate faster: Deploy container-native storage with global data access and built-in data protection.
Global data access substantiation: Spectrum Scale supports access of data anywhere because Scale enables low-latency read and write access to data from
anywhere in the world using AFM distributed routing and advanced caching technology. AFM expands the IBM Spectrum Scale global namespace across
geographical distances, providing fast read and write performance with automated namespace management. As data is written or modiﬁed at one location, all
other locations get the same data with minimal delays.
Built in data protection substantiation: IBM Spectrum Scale provides system scalability, very high-availability and reliability with no single point of failure in
large-scale storage infrastructures. For additional reliability, IBM Spectrum Scale supports snapshots, synchro-nous and asynchronous replication, and
asynchronous error diagnosis while affected input/output (I/O) operations continue. IBM Spectrum Scale offers protection of data at rest and secure deletion
with ﬁle-level encryption
Claim: Optimize costs and improve agility in AI and hybrid cloud environments
Optimize costs Substantiation: Costs are optimized by using storage policies transparent to end users, data can be compressed or tiered to tape or cloud to
help cut costs. Data can also be tiered to high-performance media, including server cache, to lower latency and improve performance.
Improve agility substantiation: Agility is improved because AFM expands the IBM Spectrum Scale global namespace across geographical distances, providing
fast read and write performance with automated namespace management. As data is written or modiﬁed at one location, all other locations get the same data
with minimal delays.
Claim: IBM Storage for data and AI provides global data access, enterprise availability and storage services that are simple to manage, faster to access and
optimized to scale
Global data access substantiation: Spectrum Scale supports global data access because Scale enables low-latency read and write access to data from
anywhere in the world using AFM distributed routing and advanced caching technology. AFM expands the IBM Spectrum Scale global namespace across
geographical distances, providing fast read and write performance with automated namespace management. As data is written or modiﬁed at one location, all
other locations get the same data with minimal delays.
Enterprise availability:
Substantiation: Administrators can conﬁgure the ﬁle system so that it automatically remains available if a disk or server fails. The system is designed to
transparently fail over metadata operations and other services, which can be distributed throughout the entire cluster. For additional reliability, IBM Spectrum
Scale supports snapshots, synchro-nous and asynchronous replication, and asynchronous error diagnosis while affected input/output (I/O) operations
continue.
Substantiation: IBM Cloud Object storage supports always on data with up to 8 nines availability
Storage services that are simple to manage faster to access and optimized to scale substantiation: IBM Spectrum Scale allows different applications or
services to access the same data without moving or altering it. Data can be written and retrieved as either ﬁles or objects. Rather than use a copy and change
gateway, IBM Spectrum Scale supports both protocols natively for higher performance and simpliﬁed administration. The common storage layer enables most
IBM Spectrum Scale features, including authentication, encryption, and tiering, for both object and ﬁle storage.

